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At Denver Public Schools Foundation, we believe that our city is strengthened by every student who graduates ready to lead a successful life. At the DPS Foundation, we invest in accelerating progress, we connect the community to our classrooms, and we inspire confidence in the promise of public education.

Dan is Vice President of Revenue Strategy and Operations at DaVita. In his role, Dan leads strategic, analytical, and operations teams responsible for driving profitable growth, ensuring patients have access to insurance choices best suited to them, and facilitating accurate payment. He works with stakeholders across DaVita and beyond to understand the impact of a changing healthcare landscape and to advocate for the rights of patients with kidney disease. He also serves on DaVita’s executive Diversity & Belonging Council and Village Giving Council with a specific focus on our education giving strategy.

Originally from the Denver area, Dan got his BA from Dartmouth College and his MBA from the Tuck School of Business. Prior to DaVita, Dan worked as a management consultant at Bain & Co. in Boston and Stockholm, with another year spent living with smugglers in Mexico and Guatemala (where his wife Rebecca was doing her dissertation fieldwork). In his free time, he enjoys hitting the slopes with his 12 and 8-year old girls, hiking, cycling (road and mountain), cooking, and generally enjoying Colorado.

We know that when our students thrive, our city thrives. I have long been passionate about education broadly, and education in Denver specifically. I have a vested interest: both my children have attended DPS schools (one currently), and I know – from personal experience, from study after study, and from working with Reading Partners of Colorado – how foundational pre-K through elementary education is to success beyond. But I have a bigger why as well: I grew up in the Denver area, and I love this city. It is so unique... and we import too much of our talent (speaking for myself in my role at DaVita). If we better position our students at every stage of their educational journey – up front, to get them on the right track, and at graduation, to position them for a career, we could do wonders in lifting up our entire community to fill the jobs that our community is creating. I can’t think of an institution better positioned to empower today’s youth to be tomorrow’s leaders of Denver and ensure that the city live continues to succeed and thrive than DPS, and the DPS Foundation.